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The first characterization proceeds via an investigation of the "extreme points" ( §3) of the unit sphere 2 of the adjoint space B* of the Banach space B under consideration. If B is the class of continuous real-valued functions over a compact Hausdorff space X, the norm [|/|| of any/ in B is defined by 11/11 = sup |/(*) I (in this case we write B = Cx), then the class of extreme point of 2 can be divided into two disjoint closed sets each of which is homeomorphic to X, using the weak topology in B*. In the proof we use the Riesz-Markoff-Saks representation [lOji1) for linear continuous functional on C. Our first characterization is the converse of this : if we have a Banach space B such that the extreme points of 2 in B* can be divided into two classes each lying in a plane supporting 2, and if any class of extreme points of 2 having no antipodal limit points always lies in some plane supporting 2, then B is Cx for; some X.
The second characterization involves properties of the collection of maximal convex subsets of the surface of the sphere of the Banach space under consideration. This mode of characterization is a natural extension' of the methods used by M. H. Stone [11, p. 469] and by S. Eilenberg [4] in generalizing Banach's theorem [2, p. 170 ]. This theorem, that two compact Hausdorff spaces are homeomorphic if and only if Cx and CV are equivalent, is an immediate inference from either of the two investigations we make. In the first case a new proof of the theorem results, but in the second case the proof differs from known proofs only in the method of introducing the topology in the "reconstructed"
space. The present characterizations are wholly in terms of objects and operations defined in all Banach spaces. Previous characterizations of the spaces C are not strictly of this nature: thus Stone [12; 13] singles out certain properties of lattice-ordered rings and groups which are characteristic of Cx', I. Gelfand [5] bases his representation on suitable Banach algebra conditions; S. has shown how to represent a certain kind of Banach lattice; S. Krein and M. Krein [7 ] proceed from a characteristic property of the set of all non-negative functions in Cx-Mr. J. A. Clarkson and Mr. S. M. Myers have communicated to us that they have obtained characterizations involving only Banach space notions.
2. A lemma on function spaces. Any Banach space is equivalent to a subspace of Cx for some X. It is important in our later work to have a criterion which will decide whether a subspace of Cx is all of Cx-Such a criterion is the following. f(x) = 1 for x£ A, f(x) = 0 for xEL, then B = Cx.
Since the presence of the constant functions is assured (one sets K=Y) any two distinct numbers can be used instead of 0 and 1.
Proof. We shall show B to be dense in Cx, and this together with the completeness of B will prove the lemma. Let FÇzCx and e>0 be given. Choose a real number a and an integer » such that a = F(x) á »e + a (for all x G X). A plane H in L is called a plane supporting a set 2 if it contains limit elements of that set, and if whenever it intersects the interior of any segment whose end points lie in 2, then these end points are in H as well.
Consider now the adjoint B* of a given Banach space B, which consists of all the linear continuous functionals defined on B. For each ££2J* one customarily introduces the notation We use it mainly to single out the unit sphere 2 of B*, consisting of those £ for which ||£||^1.
However, when we speak of limits in B* we have in mind the familiar "weak" topology in B*, which we shall denote by "w*-topology." It may be defined as follows We preface our first theorem in this section by remarking that the class of extreme points of 2 is known to be nonvoid [8 ] and that 2 is in fact the closed convex hull of its class of extreme points.
3.1 Lemma. The mappingx-^x*, where x*(f) =f(x) for ïÇI andfG.Cx, is an embedding of X into the class of extreme points of 2, Cx having the w*-topology. The image X* of X under x->x* and its diametric set -X* have no common limit point on 2.
Proof. Supposexo£X, and that £=x* is not an extreme point. Then there are two distinct elements 771, rç2£2 such that 2x* = r\x+r)2. There exist two unique completely additive regular set functions pi, pit defined for Borel sets of X, having the properties [6 ] :
the integration being in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense; and (2) ||rç,-|| =the total variation of ju,-on X, the total variation over a set EC.X being defined
Ei and Aa ranging independently over the Borel subsets of E. W(jn; ) is also a completely additive set function [9] .
Since ■t]i9íxty£r¡i, there must be a neighborhood V of x0 such that W(m; V)<1 (i = l, 2), otherwise a contradiction is quickly obtainable.
There then exists an/GB, |j/|| = l,/(x0) = 1, and/(x) =0 if xG V.
From the representations (1) of »<(/) and familiar estimates of bounds on integrals, we obtain iji(f) <1 and t]2(f) <1. This contradicts r¡i+r¡i = 2xÍ and x*(f) =/(xo) = 1. Thus x* and -x* are extreme points of 2.
Now the mappings x-»x* and x-*-x* are each obviously 1-to-l, and in view of the definition of w*-topology are readily seen to be homeomorphisms. Thus the first statement of the lemma is proved.
Let w£Cx be the function which is identically 1 on X. It is easily seen that X* lies on the plane £(«) = 1 and -X* lies on the plane £(u) = -1, and that these planes do not intersect. Thus the sets X* and -X* have no common limit points, as was also to be shown.
The converse of this lemma is the following.
3.2 Lemma. If £ is an extreme point of 2 in Cf then there is a point x of X such that either £(/) =/(x) for allf or £(/) = -f(x) for allf.
Proof. Suppose £ is an extreme point of 2 and there is no x£X such that £= ±x*. Clearly ||£|| =1. The compactness of X readily enables one to find two disjoint open sets Vi, V2 in X such that 0<lv'<<l, i = l, 2, where Wi=W(p, Vi) and p, is the set-function corresponding to £. In the subsequent discussion we shall replace ff(x)p(dx) by / alone. Now define n by
Clearly w£Z5*, and a consideration of the set function corresponding to » shows that ||j;|| =2 WiW2>0. Next define Ci=¡¿+ n,U = í-V-Then ft, ftG-B*, and 2| = ri+r2.
This argument will produce a contradiction by showing that £ is not an extreme point, for we shall show that fi and f2 belong to the set 2.
Consider fi, and an /£jB for which ||/|| ^ 1 ; we have Thus F* can be homeomorphically transferred from the unit sphere of C* into the union on X* and -X*, and that part of F* which falls into -X* must obviously have no limit points in common with the rest of F*, and hence its image in -X* may be reflected through the origin in Cj onto the uncovered part of X*. Thus X* and F*, and finally X and F, are homeomorphic.
4. First characterization, by means of B*. With the aid of the preceding results, we can establish our first main theorem.
Theorem.
A Banach space B .is the space of continuous real-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space if and only if the unit sphere 2 of the conjugate space B* with w*-topology is such that:
(1) There are two supporting planes of 2 which together contain all the extreme points of 2.
(2) Any collection of extreme points of 2 whose closure contains no antipodal points lies entirely in some plane supporting 2.
Proof of necessity. Let B = Cx. Since the former of these is well known to have the value ||/||, it appears that B is normed as a function space over X. Now let A, L be subsets of Xi without common limit point. Then the points of A, -L do not have any antipodal limit points. Hence by (2), for some/GB, /(£) = 1 for ÉGAU-Z,, while -lá/(|)ál for all other £G2. Clearly, £GA implies/(£) = 1, while £(ElL implies/(£) = -1. Since Ai is dense in X, an appeal to Lemma 2.1 finishes the proof.
It is interesting to note that Ai and X coincide, as a consequence of the proof ; whence the set Ai was closed in the w*-topology. There is no reason to suppose that the set of extreme points of the unit sphere in the adjoint B* of an arbitrary Banach space B is a closed set in the w*-topology. The same argument as that just presented also demonstrates: 5.2 ///, g£SCCx then for any element h interior to the line segment joining f and g the subset of X on which h assumes the value e, \e\ =1, is the intersection of the corresponding sets for f and g.
Hence, we have the following lemma.
5.3 Lemma. IfB = Cx,f&B is an extreme point of E if and only if \f(x) \ = 1 for all xÇlX.
We now consider the geometry of the "faces" of E.
Definition.
// B is a Banach space, Q(B) is the collection of maximal convex subsets of the surface of the unit sphere. Let B = Cx, and let u be a fixed extreme point of the unit sphere of B. Let Qi be the collection 'of all maximal convex subsets of the sphere surface to which u belongs. If X* is the set of all linear functions £c which on CGCi have the value 1, then X* in the w*-topology is komeomorphic to X.
Hence Cx is equivalent to Cy if and only if X is komeomorphic to Y.
Proof. From 5.3 and 5.5, for each CGCi there is some xcGA such that C= \f\f(xc) =u(xc) }• This point xc is unique, and the function £c which has the value one on C is also unique. A one-to-one correspondence is thus established between X and X*. It is easy to see that £<?(/) =f((Xc)u(xc) since for/GC both have the value 1. Finally, if x" is a directed set, xa-*x if and only if for each/, f(xa)u(xa)-*f(x)u(x), and the theorem is proved. There is one more property of spaces of the type Cx which will be utilized in the following section. Proof. Write zA as the union of zA+ and zA~, where CCj¡A+ if for some xGA, C= {flfGCx, H/U = 1 and/(x) =+ 1}. Let A+ be the set of points of X determined by zA+ and let A~ he the corresponding set for zA~. If there were a continuous function, of norm 1, on A with value + 1 on A+ and value -1 on A~ this function would be an element common to each set of the collection zA. Hence there must be a point x which is either a point or limit point of both A+ and A~. Therefore there are directed sets x/ G-4.+, x/' G^4_ and X/-+X, x/'-^x. Writing Cß' = {/|/GCx, ||/||=1, and/(x/)=+1}, C"" = {f\f
GCx, U/11 = 1 and f(x¿') = -1} it is seen that the conclusion of the lemma holds. this convergence must hold for u, and | £/ («) | = |£¿'(«)| =L Therefore, for a cofinal subset we must have £/ G if and -£/s'GL or else £¿'G-K and -£/ G-L-There is a cluster point £ of £/, since the unit sphere in B* is compact in the w*-topology. Since £/(/)+££'(/)-*0 for all/G-E, £ is also a cluster point of the set of all -£¿'. Hence K and L have a common limit point, contrary to hypothesis. The intersection of the elements of zA is hence nonvoid, and the theorem is proved.
